imlive live shows
ImLive is one of the oldest webcam sites, was launched in 2002 and have one of the largest adult webcam community.
The interface, it's clean and easy to use they've kept the familiar look from the beginning. Offering multiple ways of
browsing you will find possible to choose how to view the girls, list like in the classic version or thumbnail gallery like
in any other webcam sites.
The list design is well-aligned and gives you more information about each performer, it's also possible to read some
reviews about the girls which are very helpful to find who is more to your liking. Multi-views are a cool feature that
allows you to join in up to six different live chats. It's hard to decide with which one to go in an exclusive show. You
can choose the private option for only a few credits per minute.
One of the disliked thing by everyone is that not all the girls let you enter in their chat room for free. If you want to chat
with the models you need to be a member. Do not worry about creating an account it is a quick process that only
requires an email address. Nevertheless, for the first 20 seconds, the private chat is free, there are not many, but are
helpful in allowing you to see which of those girls are using high-quality webcams. Keep in mind, the time is passing
faster than you think.
Get impressed by the quality of streaming, most of the performers use HD cams and also the price of one-minute private
shows are quite reasonable based on a research 1credit=$1 and the majority of hentai girls charge 1,98 credit/minute.
ImLive offers some nice features the Control the Vibrator> is one of the hottest experience, taking control of their smart
dildo gives you a deep connection with the model and a real sensation also the private 1-on-1 show is the best choice
when want to get close and spend some intimate time with a performer. Becoming an ImLive member gives you the
right to vote your favourite model, every host has her own skills that help her get into the top. Users have the option of
recording every webcam session they've paid for and the possibility to watch videos and many pictures galleries.
The user experience is great by letting you change the webcam size and make it full screen, aside from the advantage of
a large number of chat rooms is the number of options and settings that serve you in the search engine, the one is
helping you in choosing the desired performer. Even it is late in the night or early in the morning, enjoy one of your
favourite webcam sites from every place you are, either if you use the desktop version or mobile (Android, IOS), both
are working great.
Site Membership $1.99/1 minute
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